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DNA extraction from hair shafts of wild 
Brazilian felids and canids
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ABSTRACT. Wild felids and canids are usually the main predators in 
the food chains where they dwell and are almost invisible to behavior 
and ecology researchers. Due to their grooming behavior, they tend to 
swallow shed hair, which shows up in the feces. DNA found in hair 
shafts can be used in molecular studies that can unravel, for instance, 
genetic variability, reproductive mode and family structure, and in some 
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species, it is even possible to estimate migration and dispersion rates in 
given populations. First, however, DNA must be extracted from hair. 
We extracted successfully and dependably hair shaft DNA from eight 
wild Brazilian felids, ocelot, margay, oncilla, Geoffroy’s cat, pampas cat, 
jaguarundi, puma, and jaguar, as well as the domestic cat and from three 
wild Brazilian canids, maned wolf, crab-eating fox, and hoary fox, as 
well as the domestic dog. Hair samples came mostly from feces collected 
at the São Paulo Zoo and were also gathered from non-sedated pet or 
from recently dead wild animals and were also collected from museum 
specimens. Fractions of hair samples were stained before DNA extraction, 
while most samples were not. Our extraction protocol is based on a feather 
DNA extraction technique, based in the phenol:chloroform:isoamyl 
alcohol general method, with proteinase K as digestive enzyme.
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